Abstract
Introduction
Since the early 1980s, a huge amount of molecular biology data has been accumulated in the public databases, notably GenBank (Benson et al., 1997) and EMBL (Stoesser et al., 3 To whom correspondence should be addressed 1997) for DNA sequences, SWISS-PROT (Bairoch and Apweiler, 1997) and PIR (George et al., 1997) for protein sequences, and PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977) for three-dimensional biomolecular structures. These databases, which we call factual databases, contain detailed information on the biological macromolecules, mostly structural information, as well as citations and links to other molecular biology databases.
Recent progress in genome sequencing has made it possible to uncover complete structural information, albeit onedimensional, of the biological macromolecules in a number of organisms from bacteria to eukaryotes. This is driving new activities of computational functional genomics that include the identification of biological functions of unknown gene products, reconstruction of functional modules or pathways from a set of genes in the genome, comparative analysis of genes and genomes in different species, and analysis and simulation of gene expressions in different cells or in different developmental stages. In order to facilitate such post-genome sequencing analyses, it has become a high priority to construct a new breed of database that defines functional aspects of genes, cells and organisms.
KEGG (Goto et al., 1997; Kanehisa, 1997b ) is our attempt to computerize mechanisms of gene functions and cellular functions in terms of the information pathways that consist of interacting genes or molecules. The best-organized part of KEGG, at the moment, is the section on metabolic pathways. The metabolism is due to the network of chemical reactions involving chemical compounds and catalyzed by enzymes that are products of genes encoded in the genome. The metabolic pathway can thus be considered both as a network of genes and as a network of chemical compounds. In order to understand metabolism in each organism, reconstruction and analysis of metabolic pathways have become an urgent issue for bioinformatics after completion of whole-genome sequencing. Basically, the reconstruction requires the following steps: (i) identifying ORFs from the genomic sequence; (ii) predicting enzyme genes; (iii) assigning EC numbers; (iv) mapping onto the known pathways. These steps may have to be repeated to make a mapped pathway complete.
In addition to the sequence databases that are useful for the first and second steps, at least two types of databases are required for the third and fourth steps. One is the database of enzyme nomenclature, such as that by Nishioka et al. (Nishioka et al., 1989; Sumi et al., 1991; Suyama et al., 1993) and by Bairoch (1996) containing definition and classification of enzymatic reactions. The other is the database of known metabolic pathways, including EcoCyc (Karp et al., 1997) for Escherichia coli, HinCyc (Karp et al., 1996) for Haemophilus influenzae and WIT (Selkov et al., 1997) , which contain metabolic pathways manually reconstructed or biochemically identified for individual organisms. While KEGG is also a database of all known metabolic pathways, an important distinction is that the organism-specific pathways are automatically reconstructed by matching enzyme genes in the genome with enzyme components in the KEGG reference pathway diagrams (Goto et al., 1997) .
Although this type of reconstruction is useful in identifying a network of genes, the process is obviously limited by the amount of current knowledge on the metabolic pathways that can be utilized as a reference. In fact, roughly a quarter of the enzyme genes in the E.coli genome cannot be mapped onto the known pathways (Bono et al., 1998) , suggesting that there are still a number of unknown pathways, probably for secondary metabolism and metabolism turned on under unusual conditions. As mentioned, the metabolic pathway can also be viewed as a network of chemical compounds, and it is possible, in principle, to reconstruct pathways based on the continuity of compounds in successive reactions. For example, given a list of enzymes, namely, given a list of substrate-product relationships, all possible reaction paths should be computable. Such computationally derived metabolic pathways could then be compared with known experimental observations or be utilized for designing new experiments. The possibilities of reconstructing and simulating pathways have been examined from different perspectives and applied to parts of the metabolic pathways (Mavrovouniotis, 1993; Hofestädt and Meineke, 1995; Ochs et al., 1995) . However, we believe that pathway computation has not been fully pursued in a systematic way largely because the existing factual databases, at least those in the public domain, lack comprehensive knowledge of chemical compounds that are present in living cells.
This paper reports important extensions of the LIGAND chemical database for enzyme reactions, which was originally constructed by Nishioka and co-workers (Nishioka et al., 1989; Sumi et al., 1991; Suyama et al., 1993) . LIGAND now consists of two sections: the expanded ENZYME section and the new COMPOUND section. The ENZYME section is a collection of all known enzymatic reactions classified according to the nomenclature of the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUBMB, 1992) . The COMPOUND section is a collection of metabolic compounds, including substrates, products, inhibitors, cofactors and effectors, and other chemical compounds that play important functional roles in living cells. Both sections are tightly coupled with the KEGG metabolic pathway database: the ENZYME section for the network of genes and the COMPOUND section for the network of chemical compounds. The LIGAND database thus provides fundamental data on both biological and chemical aspects of life.
Implementation

ENZYME section
The ENZYME section of the LIGAND database accumulates information on all known enzymes and reactions classified according to the EC numbers given by the IUBMB (1992) . The EC number is designated by four numerals that are separated by periods, such as '1.1.1.1', and it represents the hierarchical classification of enzymes according to the type of chemical reactions catalyzed by the enzymes. The six classes in the top hierarchy are oxidoreductases (EC1), transferases (EC2), hydrolases (EC3), lyases (EC4), isomerases (EC5) and ligases (EC6). An entry of the ENZYME section consists of three parts: (i) the description of the enzyme and the reaction it catalyzes; (ii) the collection of chemical compounds that are related to the enzyme; (iii) links to other databases for biological aspects of the enzyme. Figure 1 shows an entry of the ENZYME section.
The first description part is mandatory and is based on the IUBMB nomenclature. It is stored in five fields: the EC number in the ENTRY field, the recommended and alternative names of the enzyme in the NAME field, the systematic name of the enzyme in the SYSNAME field, the class of reaction in the CLASS field, and the reaction formula in the REACTION field. Additional information from the IUBMB nomenclature on the enzymatic reaction mechanisms may also be given in the COMMENT field. Because some enzymes catalyze several reactions, there are entries that contain multiple reactions. In fact, the reactions in the IUBMB nomenclature are not sufficient to describe all known metabolic pathways. We are currently working on computerizing all the reaction data in the KEGG metabolic pathways, including non-enzymatic reactions. They are reflected in the REACTION field of the ENZYME entry. Non-enzymatic reactions are also included under the ENZYME entries that contain reactions adjacent to the non-enzymatic reactions.
The chemical substances that are related to the enzyme are described in the second part including SUBSTRATE, PRODUCT, INHIBITOR, COFACTOR and EFFECTOR fields. The metabolites in the SUBSTRATE and PRODUCT fields are extracted from the REACTION field, and the others are extracted from the COMMENT field, the Enzyme Handbook (Schomburg, 1990) , textbooks and journal articles. The chemical compounds described in these fields are given unique accession numbers and form entries of the COMPOUND section of the LIGAND database. While the primary focus of our data collection is the chemical aspects of enzymatic reactions, we also organize data on the biological aspects by integrating resources of other databases. The last part of the ENZYME entry contains link information to other databases that is automatically generated by the DBGET/LinkDB system (see below). The PATHWAY field describes the metabolic pathway in which the enzyme appears and it is a link to the KEGG/PATHWAY database. The GENES field contains gene names that encode the enzyme for a number of organisms and they are linked to the KEGG/GENES database. The DISEASE field describes human genetic disorders caused by a lack of or mutation of the enzyme, which is linked to the OMIM database (Pearson et al., 1994) . The MOTIF field describes the protein sequence motifs that are linked to PROSITE , and the STRUCTURE field contains the code names of the protein three-dimensional structures in the Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al., 1977) . In addition, the DBLINKS field currently contains links to Bairoch's EN-ZYME database (Bairoch, 1996) , WIT (Selkov et al., 1997) , SCOP structural classification of proteins (Hubbard et al., 1997) and UM-BBD (University of Minnesota Biocatalysis/ Biodegradation Database) (Ellis and Wackett, 1995) .
COMPOUND section
The COMPOUND section collects all chemical compounds that appear in the ENZYME section, including substrates, products, inhibitors, cofactors and effectors. Figure 2 shows an entry of the COMPOUND section as it is retrieved by the DBGET/LinkDB system. Each compound is given an accession number in the ENTRY field, which is followed by the compound name and its synonyms in the NAME field, and the molecular formula in the FORMULA field. The GIF image of the chemical structure is also attached when the entry is retrieved by DBGET/LinkDB under the WWW. The chemical structure is entered in our database in the MDL MOL file format, which can also be downloaded in DBGET/ LinkDB to launch a helper application, such as ISIS/Draw, to view and manipulate the structure. Because this file contains the information on atoms and bonds of each compound, it may be used to reconstruct a three-dimensional structure of the compound.
The last portion of the COMPOUND entry contains link information to other databases. The PATHWAY field describes the information on where in the known metabolic pathway the compound appears. The DBLINKS field includes the CAS (Chemical Abstract Services) registry number and the EC number link to the ENZYME section. The COMPOUND section is constructed manually, except for the link information to ENZYME and KEGG/PATH-WAY, by consulting with various sources, such as the Merck Index (Budavari, 1996) , and dictionaries of biochemistry and organic chemistry. As we add more reaction data from the KEGG/PATHWAY database to the ENZYME section, more compounds are entered in the COMPOUND section as well, including those that appear only in non-enzymatic reactions.
Management of LIGAND data
We adopt a flat-file format for the implementation of the LI-GAND database. The flat-file format provides an easy way to integrate various databases within the DBGET/LinkDB system (Fujibuchi et al., 1998) , which is the backbone system of the Japanese GenomeNet database service (Kanehisa, 1997a) . Here, a flat file does not necessarily mean a text file; it can include other types of files, including the GIF and MOL files for the COMPOUND section of LIGAND. As shown in Figure 2 , a GIF file for the chemical structure is embedded in the text, which can be nicely displayed and viewed under the WWW.
In addition to the flat-file database, we also make use of the relational database management system Sybase. The enzy- matic or non-enzymatic reaction written in the form of a chemical equation in the REACTION field is maintained in the relational database as a substrate-product binary relationship, or a set of substrate-product binary relationships when the reaction involves multiple substrates and/or multiple products. This can be utilized in computing paths of reactions (see below).
The DBGET/LinkDB system is especially suited to search information on related entries in other databases. Under the WWW, the user can invoke LinkDB search, after an entry of ENZYME or COMPOUND retrieved by DBGET, by clicking on the entry name in the ENTRY field. LinkDB contains not only the original links that are annotated by each database, but also reverse and indirect links that are computationally derived from the original links. During the update procedure of LIGAND, the link fields of ENZYME and COM-POUND entries are created automatically by DBGET/LinkDB. The LIGAND database is updated daily, as well as many other databases in the Japanese GenomeNet, so that the links are updated right after the linked database is updated. The other fields of ENZYME and COMPOUND are updated manually.
Results and discussion
Statistics of ENZYME entries
The numbers of entries and reactions in the ENZYME section as of December 1997 are shown in Table 1 . The total number of entries is 3603, which includes deleted and transferred entries, so the number of meaningful ENZYME entries with REACTION fields is 3303. Excluding the reactions in some entries that are described in text format (in natural language), 2822 entries have reactions written in the chemical equation. The number of total reactions in the chemical equation format is >2822 because there are enzymes that catalyze several reactions. The number of links from ENZYME to other databases is also shown in Tables 1 and 2 . In particular, Table 2 shows a detailed picture of the number of enzymes whose roles in the metabolic pathways are known and/or whose sequences and three-dimensional structures have been determined. The ENZYME entries are divided by the top level of the EC number hierarchy, i.e. the six general reaction types. From  this table and Table 1 , we can see that more than half of the ENZYME entries do not appear in the KEGG/PATHWAY diagrams. This means that, excluding those enzymes such as protein kinases that appear in other pathways, there are still unknown metabolic pathways that are not incorporated in the KEGG/PATHWAY database. Table 2 also shows that for more than half of the known enzymes or reactions, neither the amino acid sequence nor the DNA sequence has been determined yet (the SWISS-PROT, PIR and GenBank columns). Table 3 is a summary of the predicted enzyme genes in the complete genomes of 10 micro-organisms, which is around 25% in bacteria and 14% in yeast among all protein coding genes. About three-quarters of them are mapped onto the KEGG metabolic pathways. These statistics seem to suggest that although complete genomes of several microorganisms have been sequenced, many enzymes are still undiscovered, partly because they are specific to higher organisms and partly because they are still buried in the hypothetical proteins. TOTAL, the total number of enzymes in each database. PATHWAY, the number of enzymes in each database that also appear in the KEGG/PATHWAY database. 
Statistics of COMPOUND entries
The number of chemical compound entries in the COM-POUND section is shown in Table 4 , which also shows the numbers of entries that have molecular formulae and chemical structures. The current content of COMPOUND, as well as other collections including CompoundKB (Karp, 1992) and Klotho (Kazic, 1993) , is far from complete in terms of the possible number of compounds in living cells. We are working on including, at least, all compounds that are related to known metabolic pathways. The COMPOUND section includes the entries that describe generic types of chemical compounds, such as alcohol and aldehyde. Such entries do not have FORMULA fields, although chemical structures can be drawn. We plan to introduce a hierarchical classification of compounds together with such generic naming of chemical hierarchy. Links to CAS 1466
Links to ENZYME 4505
As reactants 4328
As cofactors 85
As inhibitors 154
As effectors 35
Pathway reconstruction with LIGAND
As illustrated in Figure 3 , LIGAND is a major component of the KEGG and DBGET/LinkDB systems. It makes connec- tions between the factual data for individual molecules, i.e. genes and gene products, and the biological relationships among them, i.e. molecular interactions and molecular pathways. More specifically, the fact that the metabolic pathway is a network of enzymatic reactions is represented in the KEGG pathway diagram as a network of ENZYME entries of LIGAND. Using these connections, the metabolic pathway reconstruction can readily be carried out from the complete genomic sequence information. Once the EC number is assigned to an enzyme gene, e.g. by sequence similarity search to SWISS-PROT, the location of the enzyme on the KEGG pathway diagram can be obtained automatically. By mapping all the enzyme genes on the KEGG pathway diagrams, or what we call the reference diagrams, the organism-specific pathways can be derived. According to our experience in automatic reconstruction of pathways for the micro-organisms whose complete genomes are known, whether a specific pathway is present and complete can be utilized to evaluate the correctness of the initial gene function assignment, as well as to improve the quality of reference diagrams. If, for example, an amino acid synthetic pathway is almost complete lacking just one enzyme, this suggests that there is something wrong with either the initial gene function assignment or the reference diagram itself (Bono et al., 1998) . Figure 3 also indicates that LIGAND serves as an interface between chemical aspects and biological aspects of genes and molecules. This has become possible because of the COMPOUND entries of LIGAND. While the pathway reconstruction described above requires the reference diagram of known pathways, another type of reconstruction can be performed without the reference, but with the REACTION data of ENZYME entries. The connection of two neighboring enzymes on the metabolic pathway is the result of the common compound that is both the product of the first reaction and the substrate of the second reaction. Thus, the network of enzymes can be computed by generating networks of chemical compounds from a set of substrate-product relationships.
Path computation with LIGAND
We have developed a path computation tool, PathComp, which computes possible reaction paths for a given set of substrate-product binary relationships extracted from the ENZYME entries. Although it is possible to generate all possible paths starting and ending at all compounds, PathComp is more practically used to fill a limited portion of missing enzymes (reactions) in a predicted organism-specific pathway. Thus, given starting and ending compounds to fill the gap, all possible alternative reaction paths are computed in PathComp by recursively connecting the product of a reaction and the substrate of another reaction (Goto et al., 1997) .
Hierarchies of enzymes for query relaxation
LIGAND database provides the enzyme classification according to the EC number. While this numbering system reflects a functional hierarchy of enzymes (reactions), there are other types of hierarchies. For instance, the sequence similarity can be used to define a hierarchical classification of families and superfamilies of functionally related proteins. It is interesting to note that there is a tendency that two enzymes with sequence similarity appear closely in the metabolic pathway (Ogata et al., 1996) , suggesting an evolutionary origin of pathway formation. The sequence and structural motifs that have been extracted from groups of enzymes with similar functions (Suyama et al., 1993) can also be considered as a functional hierarchy.
Since the classification of enzymes is given by the hierarchical format, it can be incorporated into the path computation procedure by applying the query relaxation technique (Gaasterland et al., 1992) . If one cannot get sufficient paths by computation because of the lack of enzymes for a certain species, the number of available enzymes can be increased by including other enzymes in the same hierarchy, e.g. those performing similar catalytic function with different substrate specificity. The selection of such enzymes can be accomplished by relaxing the requirement for the last numeral of the EC number. PathComp allows query relaxation, not only with the EC numbering, but also with SCOP structural similarity (Hubbard et al., 1997) , PIR superfamily (George et al., 1997) and PROSITE sequence motifs .
Organization of LIGAND
As we initiated organizing the KEGG metabolic pathway database, it immediately became apparent that the information on the original LIGAND database (Suyama et al., 1993) was not sufficient to represent all known metabolic pathways, such as those in the Boehringer-Mannheim wall chart of biochemical pathways (Gerhard, 1992) . In fact, the current version of the enzyme nomenclature and the Enzyme Handbook do not cover all enzymatic reactions in nature. Starting with the KEGG metabolic pathway diagrams, we are working on extracting all enzymatic reactions, as well as non-enzymatic reactions, and adding them in the corresponding ENZYME entries (see Implementation). At the same time, we identify new chemical compounds appearing in these reactions and add them as new COMPOUND entries. The reactions and compounds are also stored in the relational database for the main purpose of pathway computation.
In conjunction with these efforts, we are implementing the COMPOUND and REACTION data in the ISIS/Base database and developing hierarchical classification schemes of both compounds and reactions by examining the similarities and differences in chemical structures. In addition to the functional hierarchy of enzymatic reactions represented by the EC numbering, the functional hierarchy of reactions derived from the differences of chemical structures between substrates and products will improve the capability of computing alternative reaction paths.
Although LIGAND is organized by ENZYME and COM-POUND sections, it may be split into REACTION, EN-ZYME and COMPOUND sections because the current EN-ZYME section contains information on both enzymes and enzymatic reactions. However, since we maintain a separate database, GENES, for all gene products in KEGG, and since we also maintain all different enzymatic and non-enzymatic reactions in a relational database, the ENZYME entry should be considered a convenient flat-file representation of highly related data combined according to the EC numbering. Now, the question arises whether the data representation based on the EC numbers is suitable for a functional description of metabolism. The answer would be different according to which level of abstraction one is interested in. LIGAND is intended to give all possibilities, from which the user can make further reasoning based on the constraints, including species, molecular and cellular environmental factors, time dependency, and so on. A similar approach is taken in the pathway computation in PathComp, where all reactions are considered reversible and all possible connections are generated. It is left to the user to interpret the result.
LIGAND as part of KEGG
In the KEGG project (Kanehisa, 1997b) , we wish to computerize all the molecular components and the network of molecular interactions to describe, utilize and predict functional aspects of living systems. The molecular components include not only genes and gene products, namely DNAs, RNAs and proteins, but also other chemical substances in living cells. Although the interests of most biologists are biased towards DNAs, RNAs and proteins, we believe that small chemical substances and metal ions must have played important roles, together with the biological macromolecules, in the origin and evolution of life. These roles must still be significant now, for small chemical substances and biological macromolecules are nothing different when they interact with each other to form a molecular network or assembly. Thus, the complete catalogue of chemical substances, together with the complete catalogues of DNAs, RNAs and proteins obtained by the genome projects, will form the basis for understanding life. Table 5 summarizes the databases being developed in the KEGG project (http://www.genome.ad.jp/kegg/). The molecular network information is stored in the PATHWAY database, while the information on molecular components is stored in the COMPOUND database that we organize and the GENES database that is actually generated from the gene catalogues of existing databases. In between the network and component databases, there are reaction and interaction databases: ENZYME for enzymatic reactions and BRITE for molecular interactions in general. The genome projects will uncover most of the molecular components, but the knowledge of molecular interactions will remain fragmentary because of the lack of technologies for systematic experiments to detect molecular interactions, except for the yeast two-hybrid system for protein-protein interactions. It is a grand challenge in bioinformatics to predict molecular interactions, including those involving small substances, as a step toward understanding molecular wiring diagrams of life. One of the practical purposes of the KEGG project is to automate the functional reconstruction process from the genomic sequence. At the moment, KEGG provides several tools to assist reconstruction. If the EC numbers are already assigned for enzyme genes, they can be matched with the KEGG reference diagrams for metabolic pathways (http://www.genome.ad.jp/kegg-bin/mk_point_html?ec). Alternatively, a set of amino acid sequences can be given to compare against a reference organism and to identify orthologous genes in the pathway (http://www.genome.ad.jp/ kegg-bin/mk_reconst_html). The ab initio reconstruction without the reference, i.e. the computation of all possible paths by combining reaction data, is also available (http://www.genome.ad.jp/kegg-bin/mk_pathcomp_html).
As KEGG tries to cover as many known pathways as possible at a high level of abstraction, the associated databases in Table 5 may not contain as much detailed information as might be desired. In contrast, EMP (Enzymes and Metabolic Pathway databases) (Selkov et al., 1997) contains detailed information, such as K m values, and because of these complementary roles we are making mutual links between LI-GAND and EMP. LIGAND can be utilized for qualitative pathway reconstruction and overall analysis, while EMP should be useful for quantitative simulation on a targeted aspect of metabolism.
